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abstract
the Horizon separates

the ground, 
            sky
the inhabitable space,
     space
the separation of opposites
the Horizon exists where opposites meet
the contradiction emphasizes the existence of the Horizon

architectural elements emphasize this place of meeting
using elements of repetition, reflection, and separation 
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Threshold photomontage

Movement photomontage

Perspective contrast photomontage

Mirrored moments at the axis diagram

Vertical elements emphasizing a plane diagram

3x5 defining language watercolors

3x5 defining language watercolors

Omission of vertical lines drawing exercise, exploration of vertical rhythm

Preliminary section perspective, relation of above and below ground spaces

Birds eye perspective sketch

Ground level perspective sketch

Below ground level perspective sketch

Additive vertical elements above ground, meeting below ground subtractive sketch

Underground space perspective sketch

Descending ground subtraction looking to above ground perspective sketch

Experiential long section perspective

Short section perspective

Descending ground subtraction looking to above ground perspective

Additive vertical elements above ground, meeting below ground subtractive

Ground level perspective
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The moment or point where two opposites meet. This is the horizon. The photomontage 

depicts how the forms relate to each other when mirrored at the horizon. As the image is 

mirrored the objects perceived in the photomontage loose their identity as buildings, 

ground, or mountains. The buildings which exist perpendicular to the horizon are no 

longer perceived as buildings, they become the objects which reach to either side of 

the horizon as vertical elements meeting at an axis. The axis of reflection, where the 

mirroring occurs, becomes a series of values blending within a threshold of the horizon.
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The expression of movement is depicted through the photomontage. Movement occurs 

along the length of the horizon. The horizon which exists in the singular image is no 

longer the focal point when mirrored. A new horizon is emphasized at the center of 

the photomontage. It becomes the highlight of the photo through contrast in colors, 

as the dark gradient radiates from the horizon. Although mirroring occurs along the 

horizon, either side is not depicted exactly the same. What is perceived as the ground 

is depicted darker than what is perceived as the sky. This subtle variation at the axis is 

all that is required to emphasize the difference in space above and below the horizon.
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Through the use of perspective the horizon can be defined. Perspective is an important 

aspect of this photomontage as the series of lines and textures reach towards the horizon. 

A site that exists as an uninterrupted plane, as depicted in the photomontage, requires 

abstraction. It is through this photomontage that the essence of this thesis exists and is 

depicted in the realm of art and drawings. Through architectural perspective and section 

drawings the horizon can be emphasized as intended in the exploration of the horizon.
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The Horizon is a series of moments along an extended axis. As illustrated in the 

series of photomontage, the axis becomes the horizon. One’s eye is drawn to the 

axis moving from left to right by creating a mirrored image meeting at an edge; this 

then becomes the focal point. As points are mirrored at equal distance from the axis, 

a strong line is perceived at the center of the composition. The composition of each 

horizon radiate outward from the axis, creating symmetry on either side of the horizon. 

Points extend perpendicular off the horizon by equal distances due to the mirroring 

which draw even more emphasis to the axis of reflection, known as the horizon.
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Each vertical element stands on its own as one single element above ground. The 

vertical elements interrupt the horizon. It is this interruption of the two perpendicular, 

distinguishable edges which create an emphasis on the horizontal. The repetition 

of the individual elements frame each negative space in between. The frames 

change in width and height as each vertical element varies. The vertical elements 

have underground vertical elements that are mirrored at the ground line. These 

contrast in an additive above ground and subtractive below ground and meeting 

at the ground line; they extend immeasurably to the horizon in the distance.
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Defining the language of this thesis facilitated a clear understanding of each element 

used in its execution. Plane, puncture, and mirroring have all been explored in depth 

with the goal of emphasizing the horizon. The horizon and the plane are defined as two 

separate entities which interact with the ground. The two are not interchangeable as the 

plane is a flat surface where space exists on opposing sides defined by the dimensions 

and thickness of the plane. A plane exists horizontally or vertically in relation to the 

ground. This is where a reflection occurs acting as the axis of direct horizontal reflection.
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The mirroring occurs perpendicular to the axis of the plane or ground. If the plane where 

objects are mirrored has a thickness, the space between the mirrored objects need to be 

considered. This is where the condition of a puncture occurs. A puncture is the tension 

that is created when two vertical elements meet at the plane. A connection is made at the 

same point on opposing sides creating a visual threshold. A puncture point can change the 

space in the thickness of the plane as well as the conditions of light which enter the space.
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The horizon exists in a seemingly physical place but is only perceived from a distance 

with the aid of perspective vision. Looking outward to the expansive horizon is where the 

exploration begins. It exists in a large expansive plane with no existing obstruction of the 

horizon. A consistent unchanging horizon as described is ideal for a study to emphasize 

clarity of a horizon through simple forms. A site as described does not exist, where ground 

and sky meet without buildings in the distance, void of trees and vegetation, or changes in 

elevation which can morph or change the horizon in the background. A place as described 

does not exist because of people and the natural existing imperfections of earth’s surface.
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There is no distinction between the horizon and the ground line until a subtraction 

is made in the ground. The ground line is exposed in the foreground, which is 

experienced through circulation and extends immeasurably to the horizon in the 

distance. A slow descending subtraction is carved out of the ground running the 

entire length of the design. The subtraction creates the appearance of a double 

horizon. Moving from above ground to below ground, the horizon in the distance 

disappears. Starting with a full view of the horizon, during the slow decent the ground 

line begins to appear as a second horizon, until the horizon in the distance is no 

longer visible and the ground line is then perceived as the only remaining horizon.
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The light quality where the designed pure spatial forms exist is one of constancy, just 

as the horizon. The light source moves through the sky in the east to west direction. 

The light brought into the space expresses the strong monumental forms, as 

shadows cast stretching towards the untouchable horizon in the distance. Creating 

these expressional elements of form is to emphasize the horizon. To emphasize 

what exists in the distance and the surroundings of a place is to look to the horizon. 

The aim is not to recreate or mimic the horizon, since it only exists in the distance.
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